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The old dock seals at Levitt Safety in Oakville had been worn down after years of heavy 
use. As a result, the ripped dock seals were not performing as they should and could not 
seal out inclement weather, dirt and insects.

We removed all six of their old dock seals and replaced them with new Blue Giant 
Adjustable Head Curtain Dock Seal (200). Furthermore, we worked with their local utility 
company to get them a one-time energy rebate which covered 100% of the costs for the 
new dock seals.

These head curtain dock seals feature the following:
 � 22 oz high tear vinyl.
 � 22 oz 4" wear pleats for three layers of fabric protection across the front of the dock 

seal.
 � 24” guide strips to make it easy for backing up trucks to align with the dock seal.
 � 99% memory foam to cushion between the trailer and the building.
 � Full-width weighted head curtain conforms to the trailer top.
 � Sloped head curtain supports proper drainage to prevent water build-up.
 � The velcro split head curtain allows the center section of the curtain to be adjusted 

even after the truck has docked.

Due to having new dock seals that properly seal out inclement weather, dirt and insects 
at no cost to them because of the energy rebate, they were delighted with the outcome. 
In addition, they were happy with how professional Northern Dock Systems was from the 
start to the end of the project.
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 � Enhances indoor comfort and 
safety for workers.

 � Increases energy savings.
 � Blocks insects, pests, harsh 
weather, ice, snow, rain, 
moisture and white light from 
getting inside.

Head Curtain 
Dock Seal (BG200)

 Tight seal  Indoor comfort  No white light  Energy-savings  Pass audits
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